INICIATIVA ROSABLANCA

COMPETITION
RULES
7th Rosablanca
Photography Award
2022
Call:

From 22nd June to 30th October, 2022

E-2022-06

E-2022-18
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In 2021, the Rosablanca Photography Award surpassed with very high
marks that initial objective of disseminating and reaffirming the values of
Villanueva del Rey (Córdoba) as the promoter of this cultural initiative
and others of similar rank and coincident in time.
The levels of quality and response obtained by the Rosablanca
Photography Award at a national and international level are already a
tribute and recognition of the values and cultural efforts of this town, the
reliability of the successive Juries in each call, the value that is granted to
photographic art and respect for the participants throughout the
organization process. Maximizing our resources, rewarding the highest
quality work, promoting creative freedom and valuing the works
presented with the rigor and experience of the best Jury, constitute the
renewed desire of this Photography Award in this new call for 2022.
Get in 2021 that this Award was recognized and sponsored by the
Andalusian Federation of Photography and also this year (E-2022-06), as
well as by the Spanish Confederation of Photography (E-2022-18), and
that its Bases be approved and validated at the national level after seven
previous years of dedication, has had a very important impact, always
with the invaluable help of the president of AFOCO, José F. Gálvez, as
president of the Jury of the Rosablanca Award. In this call for 2022, the
objective is to maintain this level of credibility and participation, the
maximum interest of amateurs and professionals of photography in Spain
and outside our country.
As in previous years, the Villanueva del Rey City Council and the Iniciativa
Rosablanca (family group) maintain and reaffirm for the 2022 call these
objectives of promoting culture and photography, within and beyond our
natural territory: culture has no borders and the strength of our identity,
associated with a project of greater scope and continued, achieves
greater external knowledge of this Award and of the Andalusian land
from which it is promoted.
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The call for the 7th Rosablanca National Photography Award 2022 will be
held in accordance with the following

COMPETITION RULES
1. OBJECTIVE OF THE CALL
The City Council of Villanueva del Rey (Córdoba) and the family group
INICIATIVA ROSABLANCA convene in this year of 2022 the seventh
edition of the Rosablanca Photography Award in order to encourage the
free hobby of this art and culture in general. To facilitate this objective,
the Rosablanca Prize stimulates and economically rewards the best
photographic proposal for its personality, technical quality and
transmission of a personal vision, in the opinion of the members of the
Jury. Equal importance is given to the desire to collaborate in the
development of the art of photography and to spread greater knowledge
of Villanueva del Rey among public opinion as a place of reference.
2. MODALITY
The contest has a free theme and participation is free. Each participant
can present a maximum of three images of their own.
3. DEADLINE FOR THE CALL
From 22nd June to 30th October of this year 2022.
4. ELIGIBILITY
Anyone over the age of 16. No person directly linked to the organization
of the Prize may participate. To participate, contestants must access the
address
https://.rosablanca.fotogenius.es
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At that address contestants must register, if they are not already, and
follow the instructions indicated. Entries by email will not be accepted.
5. PRIZES AND AWARDS
The 7th Rosablanca Photography Award consists of a single award, with a
monetary award of 1,000 (THOUSAND) euros in cash, and Gold, Silver
and Bronze Medals from the Spanish Confederation of Photography (CEF)
and the Andalusian Federation of Photography, in addition of an
honorary trophy to be delivered by Iniciativa Rosablanca to the winner
and the first runner-up. The winner of the Prize and the other
participants may not receive more than one award from those provided
for in this contest.
In addition to the winning image, the five photographs selected as
finalists by the Jury will receive:
•

Finalist 1: Gold Medal of the Andalusian Federation of
Photography / FAF

•

Finalist 2: Silver Medal of the Spanish Confederation of
Photography / CEF

•

Finalist 3: Silver Medal of the Andalusian Federation of
Photography / FAF

•

Finalist 4: Bronze Medal from the Spanish Confederation of
Photography / CEF

•

Finalist 5: Bronze Medal of the Andalusian Federation of
Photography / AFA

Likewise, the Jury will select 15% of the participating works, which will
have the special consideration of ACCEPTED, and will notify the
Andalusian Federation of Photography (FAF) and the Spanish
Confederation of Photography (CEF).
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6. TECHNIQUE
The technique to apply is free and the entries must be printable in
photographic quality.
Image size:

Width: Between 2,400 and 3,600 pixels.
Height: Between 2,400 and 3,600 pixels.

They will be sent in JPEG format and 300 pixels/inch resolution.
7. TITLE OF THE PHOTOGRAPHS
In no part of the image can any title or identification of the author be
visible. The image files will be identified only with the title of the
photograph, which is mandatory, not accepting titles such as "untitled"
or similar. Camera capture file names will also not be accepted.
8. DELIVERY TIME
From 22nd June, 2022 until 30th October, 2022 at 12 noon, nonextendable.
9. SELECTION OF WORKS AND DECISION OF THE JURY
From the closing date of the reception period, the photographs
presented will have a period of public exhibition in the spaces created for
this purpose on the platform www.fotogenius.es, on the website of the
Villanueva del Rey City Council (Córdoba) www.villanuevadelrey.es and in
the Iniciativa Rosablanca web page www.villorey.es.
Once the call period has closed, the Jury will decide by majority among its
components on the winning photograph, through a non-presential
system and by successive elimination from the initially selected works. In
the event of a tie, the President of the Jury may exercise his casting vote.
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10. JURY
The name of the members of the Jury will be announced in due course. It
will be composed of
•

A president, of recognized merit in the field of
Photography.

•

Two qualified representatives of the photography sector.

•

A member of the Municipal Corporation of Villanueva del Rey
(Córdoba) or a representative of Iniciativa Rosablanca, who will
act as minutes secretary, without vote.

11. COMMUNICATION.
The result will be communicated directly to the winners and contestants
on the platform www.fotogenius.es, on the dissemination media of the
Villanueva del Rey City Council, the Iniciativa Rosablanca and the
collaborating and associated bodies or entities.
The photograph or photographs selected by the Jury will be
communicated to their authors so that they take into account the date of
delivery of the Prize.
12. EXHIBITION 7th ROSABLANCA PHOTOGRAPHY AWARD 2022.
The winning photograph, those that obtain the aforementioned medals
and other works selected by the Jury from among those accepted, will be
part of the VII Rosablanca Photography Prize Exhibition 2022, which will
be organized on a date and place to be decided by the organizers.
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13. PRIZE DELIVERY
The award ceremony will take place in January 2023, at the place and
date that will be communicated well in advance.
14. COPYRIGHT OVER PARTICIPATING PHOTOGRAPHS
The City Council of Villanueva del Rey reserves the right -not exclusive- to
reproduce the winning image and the finalists in its own informative and
promotional media and to expose them freely. In no case will these rights
be transferred to third parties, unless expressly authorized by the author.
The organizers undertake, for their part, to indicate the name of the
author each time their image is reproduced.
By agreeing to participate in the contest, the authors of the photographs
guarantee that they are the creators and owners of the work they
present, that they have not waived any moral or legal rights over their
photographs, and are fully responsible for the absence of third-party
rights in the works presented, as well as any possible claim for image
rights.
15. DATA PROTECTION
In accordance with Organic Law 15/1999, on the Protection of Personal
Data, the data provided by the authors will be included in an automated
file for which the City Council of Villanueva del Rey is responsible. These
data may be used for the purpose of sending the authors information
related to this contest and for the contest's own communication.
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The authors may exercise their rights of access, rectification, cancellation
or opposition to the processing of their data through the electronic mail
premiosrosablanca@gmail.es, owned by the City Council of Villanueva
del Rey (Córdoba).
In Villanueva del Rey (Córdoba), on 30th May, 2022.

INICIATIVA ROSABLANCA

By the City Council of Villanueva del Rey

By Iniciativa Rosablanca

Signed: Andrés Morales Vázquez
Mayor

Signed: Aurelio Romero Serrano
Coordinator

(Córdoba)

(Signatures in the original)

